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Abstract 

This paper provides an analysis of how technostress influences the technological acceptance of 

machine feedback systems and tools. To test the relationship, data was collected with a survey, 

in which the participants were introduced to a workplace scenario which utilizes an Artificial 

Intelligence-enabled machine feedback system. The results of the executed analysis (N = 286) 

suggest that technostress, especially techno-complexity, has a significant inverse relationship 

with technology acceptance’ core construct perceived ease of use. For the second core 

construct, perceived usefulness, no relationships with technostress have been identified. From 

these results, this paper derives managerial implications.  
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1 Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is expected to increase the efficiency of almost all businesses within 

the next years (Lawrence, 1991; Manyika et al., 2017). While Artificial General Intelligence 

(AGI) describes systems, which are capable of solving tasks entirely independent, the current 

state of AI systems requires human interaction. Experts argue that AGI might never be fully 

achieved, or at least not within the next two to three decades (Müller & Bostrom, 2016). A 

significant share of the gain in efficiency will, therefore, be caused by systems which are based 

on a collaboration of human workforce and AI. Human-AI Collaboration systems could be 

implemented in many scenarios of daily work, making outputs more precise and reliable and 

reducing the effort of working time spent to create these outputs (Amershi et al., 2014).  At the 

same time, the success and realization of potential efficiency gains of the implementation of 

Human-AI Collaboration systems are heavily dependent on the acceptance of those systems by 

employees. If new information technology systems lack acceptance, a successful 

implementation is unlikely (Davis, 1989).  

One area that limits the full realization of potential efficiency gains could be due to the levels 

of technostress employees are experiencing at their workplace. Information and communication 

technologies (ICT) can cause technostress, which describes stress experienced due to the use of 

ICT. Technostress is considered as impacting employees’ performance and productivity 

negatively (Tarafdar et al., 2007). Connecting the intention of businesses to implement AI 

systems to increase efficiency and productivity and the threat of decreased employees’ 

productivity due to technostress caused by ICT and its constant development, the following 

central question arises: How does technostress affect the technology acceptance of Human-AI 

Collaboration systems? The purpose of this thesis is to understand if the implementation of AI 

systems, which are based on a collaboration between employees and AI, would find acceptance 

by employees’ and how technostress impacts the level of acceptance. The outcome of this 

research might help to understand human-centric challenges which come with the 
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implementation of AI-Human collaboration systems and could, therefore be used by IT Experts 

and Managers involved in the implementation process to develop successful human-centric 

implementation approaches.  

2 Literature Review and Theory 

2.1 Human-AI Collaboration and AI-Human Interaction 

Artificial Intelligence can be utilized in many applications and tools used at work, making it 

part of the general term of ICT (Antonelli et al., 2000; Laalaoui & Bouguila, 2015). The current 

wave of AI technologies and its integration in business processes and tasks leads to rapid 

evolvement of the ICT landscape in organizations. As such, it is a fundamental driver of change 

for how employees work and how businesses create value (Amershi et al., 2014; Brynjolfsson 

& Mcafee, 2017). Cam, Chui and Hall, (2019) define AI as machines which are able to perform 

cerebral functions like learning, perceiving, problem-solving and decision making.  

Human-AI Collaboration systems can be considered as the technological status quo of AI 

systems. Humans hold a significant role in interaction with AI systems and without human 

interaction in the loop of AI-infused processes, the improvement of AI systems would not see 

any progress (Brynjolfsson et al., 2018). To understand the concept of Human-AI 

Collaboration, the “Taxonomy of hybrid intelligence design” by Dellermann et al. (2019) 

provides a hierarchical approach of four meta-dimensions in Human-AI Collaboration1. AI-

Human interaction describes a model of collaboration where humans are requested by the 

system for some reaction or interaction. In AI-Human interaction, the human interaction is 

either based on providing input to the AI system upon the system’s request, e.g. active learning 

(Settles, 2010) (Query Strategy) or making use of outputs of the AI system, e.g. machine 

 
1 The four meta dimensions are Task Characteristics, Learning Paradigm, Human-AI Interaction and AI-Human 

Interaction, where AI-Human Interaction has three sub-dimensions, namely Query Strategy, Machine Feedback 

and Interpretability. This thesis focusses only on machine feedback as part of AI-Human Interaction. 

(Dellermann et al. 2019) 
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feedback systems (Machine Feedback) based on clustering or optimization algorithms. 

Clustering algorithms can be used to classify and cluster large unlabelled datasets and find data 

structures in an explanatory (unsupervised) approach (Xu & Wunsch, 2005). A specific 

optimization problem which is addressed by machine feedback systems is the “Traveling 

Salesman Problem” (TSP). TSP requires the optimization of a travel route, providing the 

shortest connection between all required destinations. An optimization algorithm developed by 

Lin and Kernighan (1973) showed to be very reliable in solving TSP at a high quality (Xu & 

Wunsch, 2005). TSP is a representative problem which can be easily mapped to an extensive 

set of other optimization problems (Mulder & Wunsch, 2003). It is, therefore, a representative 

problem for other business processes in which machines provide feedback about the best 

options available to a human counterpart and help in the decision-making process.  

2.2 The concept of technostress 

Technostress describes stress experienced by employees due to the usage of ICT, which is in 

turn caused by the requirements for the adaption to new technologies, e.g. cognitive abilities 

(Ragu-Nathan et al., 2008). Tarafdar, Tu and Ragu-Nathan (2010) differentiate the technostress 

model in five different technostressors. Techno-overload describes the perception of employees 

that they are required to work more and faster due to new technologies. Techno-invasion 

embodies the feeling of employees to be unable to disconnect from work and having difficulties 

in drawing a line between leisure and working time. Techno-complexity refers to the 

employee’s feeling of a lack of skills, knowledge and understanding of new technologies and 

therefore feeling unable to handle new technologies. Techno-insecurity is associated with the 

employee’s perception of the constant threat of replacement, either by automation or by other 

employees who are firmer with technologies. Techno-uncertainty refers to an employee’s 

perception regarding the necessity of continuous adaption to new technologies due to a constant 

change and progress of available technologies. Theory suggests that higher levels of 
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technostress experienced by the use of ICT harm employees’ productivity (Tarafdar et al., 2007; 

Atanasoff & Venable, 2017). In the context of the progressive implementation of new 

technologies at workplaces to realize efficiency potentials, it might be questionable to which 

degree technology implementation in collaborative human-machine processes is supportive or 

not. Technostress has been subject to many studies over the last decades and developed from 

research focused only on the use of computers (hardware) (Brod, 1984) to now capture a 

broader definition of ICT (Ragu-Nathan et al., 2008), which includes usage of hardware as well 

as software. However, the current research lacks a deeper understanding of technostress in the 

context of specific technologies, such as AI and more precisely, machine feedback systems, as 

described in section 2.1. As AI is fundamentally disruptive and developing exponentially, 

business models and processes and work environments evolve in unpredictable kinds and speed. 

Those characteristics of AI lead to a high level of anxiety towards AI (Johnson and Verdicchio 

2017) and volatile working environments (Ernst et al., 2019) which might in return cause 

increasing levels of stress for employees. Unlike other personality and environmental factors, 

the concept of technostress and the underlying technostressors have not been connected to the 

main components of the technology acceptance model (TAM), namely perceived usefulness 

and perceived ease of use, for AI. The TAM is explained in the following. 

2.3 The concept of information technology acceptance 

The acceptance of technology is a complex issue related to the use of systems and software. 

Davis (1989) developed the technology acceptance model (TAM) in order to understand why 

and under which conditions computers are accepted. The promised gains of technology 

implementation are limited by the unwillingness to accept and use available systems. The TAM 

predicts the user’s intention to use the system based on two primary constructs, perceived 

usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEU). PU refers to “the degree to which a person 

believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance” (Davis, 1989, 
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p. 320). Thus, if PU is manifested to a high degree, the user believes that job performance 

increases. PEU is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular 

system would be free of effort” (Davis, 1989, p. 320). PEU claims that systems perceived to be 

easier to use, are more likely to be accepted by users (Davis, 1989). Both core constructs 

underlie the productivity-oriented approach of the TAM (Alexandre et al., 2018). PU and PEU 

influence the concept’s third core construct, behavioural intention to use (BI). 

The TAM has since been developed further (e.g. TAM2), and factors like group pressure and 

subjective norms in technology usage have been added to the model (Alexandre et al., 2018; 

Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). However, the TAM has proven to be applicable for estimating the 

acceptance of various technologies in a quantitative approach and the core constructs, PU and 

PEU, are considered as highly reliable for that purpose (King & He, 2006). So far, technology 

acceptance is rarely applied to specific AI technologies such as machine feedback systems. 

Literature suggests that TAM is influenced by personality factors, such as the Big Five 

(Svendsen et al., 2013) and emotional factors like technology anxiety (Venkatesh, 2000). It is 

not yet fully explored to what extent technostressors influences the core constructs of 

technology acceptance. However, if there is an impact, the progressive development in 

workplace-technologies could have harming effects on employees, their productivity, and their 

acceptance of even higher levels of technological developments. A recent study, and to the 

author’s knowledge one of the few of its kind, researching this connection made use of the 

Person-Environment fit theory in order to investigate how techno-strain, due to technostress 

influences the intention to use for new technologies. The results of this study by Kim and Park 

(2018) partially supported the idea that techno-strain due to technostress is influencing the 

behavioural response towards new technologies negatively. Specifically, they found that 

technostress creates innovation-resistance, which leads to a lower intention to use (BI). The 
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effects on PU and PEU were not measured, and the study might not apply to AI technologies 

since an overall willingness to use new IT was tested without any specific context. 

However, this study aims to understand how the five dimensions of the techno-stress concept 

affect the two dimensions of the productivity-oriented TAM in the specific context of machine 

feedback systems as part of AI-Human Collaboration. The focus on the productivity-oriented 

approach of the TAM and the described technostress concept could allow a better understanding 

if the success of technology implementations is predetermined by employees’ level of 

technostress and could also cause a perilous cycle of harming employee’s performance with 

each new not accepted but forced technological change at the workplace.  

2.4 Research question and hypotheses 

The research question of this study aims to assess: “How does technostress affect the acceptance 

of machine feedback systems in AI-Human Collaboration?” To answer this question, 

acceptance will be evaluated by the aspects of PE and PEU. Figure 1 shows the conceptual 

model upon which this study is based. Previous research indicates that stress causes strain 

(Cooper et al., 2001) and technostress affects the perception of technologies and the openness 

towards technological developments negatively (Kim & Park, 2018; Tarafdar et al., 2010). 

Therefore, this study hypothesizes that technostress influences the perception of usefulness and 

ease of use of machine feedback systems negatively.  

H1: Technostress has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. 

H2: Technostress has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. 

According to previous research, the enhancement of job performance is limited with an 

increasing level of techno-overload (Karr-Wisniewski & Lu, 2010). This is not only caused by 

ICT-related increase of quantity and speed of work as a root of technostress, but also by the 

effort for adaption to changed processes and workload due to handling the system itself 
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(Tarafdar et al., 2007).  Disruptive changes in processes due to the implementation of new 

technologies are rejected by employees and constrain PU of machine feedback systems (Fast & 

Horvitz, 2017). The effort of becoming familiar with machine feedback systems conflicts with 

techno-overload and the available time to invest in training and usage (Tarafdar et al., 2007). 

Thus, specific to techno-overload, this thesis posits that: 

H1.a: Techno-overload has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. 

H2.a: Techno-overload has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. 

Techno-invasion describes invasion into employees’ life caused by technology, meaning they 

cannot disconnect from work and transfer challenges, e.g. getting familiar with a new system 

or technology, into their personal life. Research on the perception of current technological 

developments like AI shows that such technology is increasingly associated negatively in the 

context of work. This association is mainly caused by the perceived invasion of AI systems 

along with a loss of control over systems, applications and decisions (Fast & Horvitz, 2017). 

Systems which demand a human response could increase the effect of a stressful intervention 

in employees’ autonomy and thus might not be perceived as beneficial to increase productivity. 

A prior study revealed that a user’s perception of controlling technology influenced PEU 

(Venkatesh, 2000) positively. If employees show higher levels of techno-invasion because 

systems override employees’ control and decisions in an invasive way, PEU of machine 

feedback systems could be limited. Thus, regarding techno-invasion, this study hypothesizes an 

inverse relationship with PU and PEU of machine feedback systems: 

H1.b: Techno-invasion has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. 

H2.b: Techno-invasion has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. 

In the context of current technological developments, the associated level of techno-complexity 

becomes apparent with the perception of machine-learning applications as “black boxes”. 
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People find it difficult to put into intuitive language how the underlying algorithms of the 

system function (Anastasopoulos & Whitford, 2018; Coglianese & Lehr, 2019). Furthermore, 

users tend to personify machines, systems and algorithms and judge algorithms on their moral 

authenticity (Jago, 2019). The complexity of AI-based systems leads to a fundamental lack in 

understanding the capabilities, threats and benefits of such systems (Lyons et al., 2011); thus 

the relationship on PU is expected to be inverse. Corresponding to the perceived level of 

complexity and the lack of understanding of the technology, the impact of techno-complexity 

on PEU is also expected to be inverse. Since algorithms and AI systems are perceived as “black 

boxes”, employees would find it challenging to learn about and use machine feedback systems. 

Hence, this study expects an inverse relationship between techno-complexity and PU of 

machine feedback systems and PEU of machine feedback systems, respectively. 

H1.c: Techno-complexity has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems.  

H2.c: Techno-complexity has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. 

Regarding techno-insecurity, the thesis deviates from the negative prediction in relation to PU 

of machine feedback systems. Research suggests that employees perceive a high threat of being 

replaced by new systems or new employees who have more knowledge in technology, e.g. AI 

(Frank et al., 2019; Frey & Osborne, 2013). Indeed, economic outlooks to employment indicate 

cross-industrial and cross-occupational job cutbacks of up to 40% due to automation with the 

deployment of AI over the next two decades (Lee, 2018). The threat for employees to lose jobs 

due to increasing levels of automation should be indicated by higher levels of techno-insecurity, 

and this effect should have a positive relationship with PU. It will be assumed that employees 

who feel insecurity because of technological developments at their workplace perceive those 

developments also as useful. I therefore suggest a positive relationship.  

H1.d: Techno-insecurity has a positive relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. 
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Techno-insecurity is caused by the fear of getting replaced due to technology implementation. 

If the perceived threat due to technological development is high, the perceived ease of use 

should be manifested low. Employees would only have reasons to fear technological 

developments in the workplace if they are not able to acquire new needed skills easily. The 

aspect of fearing to be unable to handle new systems and technology is addressed by the field 

of user interface design, trying to develop user-friendly systems and interfaces (Laurel & 

Mountford, 1990). Usability and interface design represent two of the main aspects of 

developing new applications and implementing them as this determines user acceptance 

through PEU to a high degree (Hong et al., 2011). Thus, this study hypothesizes an inverse 

relationship between techno-insecurity and PEU of machine feedback systems.  

H2.d: Techno-insecurity has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. 

High levels of techno-uncertainty, describing a state of being forced to adapt to technological 

developments continuously, could lead to lower PU and PEU since employees are confronted 

with fast-developing technology in daily work environments. Research found that technostress 

limits the openness towards technological innovation of individuals (Kim & Park, 2018). 

Another study showed that techno-uncertainty through job satisfaction significantly impacts the 

intention to use new ICT systems (Fuglseth & Sørebø, 2014). This leads to the hypotheses that 

techno-uncertainty might overstrain employees’ willingness to keep up with the speed and 

scope of that development and directly affect the perception of usefulness (H1.e) and ease of 

use (H2.e) negatively. 

H1.e: Techno-uncertainty has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems.  

H2.e: Techno-uncertainty has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Data collection and procedures 

The target sample of this study was conducted using individual employees who use ICT at their 

workplace. In order to test the proposed hypotheses, a survey was conducted by using SAP 

Qualtrics and subsequent analysis of the collected data with SPSS. The survey was distributed 

with the snowball method (Emerson, 2015) via the author’s private network and social media, 

e.g. LinkedIn. After two weeks, 418 responses have been collected whereof 119 responses have 

been removed from the dataset due to incompletion. Responses from unemployed or retired 

participants (six responses) and responses of non-ICT users (seven responses) have also been 

removed from the dataset because it would not be adequate to test workplace-related 

technostress. The final dataset was processed for further analysis with N = 286 responses. The 

demographics of the survey participants are shown in table 1. 42.0 % of the participants are 

female, 57.3 % are male, and 0.7% identify with neither. The average age of the sample is 31.25 

years (SD = 9.73), ranging from 17 to 64 years.  

3.2 Measures and reliability measures 

The survey (appendix 1) used existing and validated scales.  

Technostressors. To measure the five technostressors, the technostress-scales of Ragu-

Nathan et al. (2008) were used. The applied scales consist of 5-point Likert scales ranging from 

(1) “strongly disagree” to (5) “strongly agree”. Cronbach’s alpha range from α = 0.70 to 

α = 0.86. 

Perceived Use and Perceived Ease of Use of the proposed tool. The measurements of the 

TAM core-constructs, PU and PEU of AI, were examined using a scenario type question to 

understand respondents’ attitudes towards a proposed system. BI, as the third component of the 

TAM, was dropped from the framework since the purpose of this research is to understand the 

direct effects of technostress on the determining factors of technology acceptance. To measure 
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PU and PEU of machine feedback systems, the participants of the survey were introduced to a 

workplace scenario (appendix 1). For the scenario, the TSP (section 2.2) was used in order to 

provide a verified scientific problem in which tools based on machine feedback systems can be 

used to suggest the best option (travel-route) available (Lin & Kernighan, 1973). The TSP was 

applied to a business process in which certain process steps must be followed, e.g. getting 

approval by the department head in order to change the suggest travel-route. The participants 

were then asked to evaluate the proposed tool by answering the PU-scale and PEU-scale of the 

TAM (Davis, 1989). The applied scales consist of 7-point Likert scales ranging from (1) 

“extremely unlikely” to (7) extremely likely”. Cronbach’s alpha of PU = 0.957, Cronbach’s 

alpha of PEU = 0.914.  

In addition, to verify the proposed scenario, the participants were asked to rank the scenario in 

the characteristics “realistic”, “nonsensical” and “probable”, applying a 5-point Likert scales 

ranging from (1) “not at all” to (5) “extremely” to all characteristics (with nonsensical reverse 

coded). Cronbach’s alpha for the scenario rating was calculated with 0.67. The scenario was 

rated with mean = 3.88 (SD = 0.70) (i.e. leaning towards the option “moderately”), suggesting 

the robustness of the scenario.  

The survey included additional control variables in order to detect effects on the variables 

despite the hypothesized effects. The control variables included (1) age, (2) gender (3) 

education, (4) employment type (full-time, part-time, intern), (5) ICT use (6) ICT satisfaction, 

(5) and knowledge about AI. The control variable “ICT use” served as an ex-post selection 

criterion among the survey participants and was measured in frequency on a 5-point Likert scale 

(Vagias, 2006), ranging from (1) “Never” to (5) “All the time”. Participants who stated “never” 

were excluded from the sample.  

Additional control variables about AI and COVID-19. Knowledge about AI was measured 

by asking the participants to select among five given items, describing the current state of AI 
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capabilities in which each of the items was correct. Sample items include: (1) find patterns in 

data, (2) learn from examples, (3) make logical decisions, (4) recognize images and text and (5) 

recognize and process language. For each chosen item, the participant scored one point, 

resulting in a scale from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 5 points, where 5 points represent a 

robust theoretical understanding of AI capabilities.  

To account for the exceptional circumstances, due to COVID-19, under which the survey was 

carried out, the participants were asked if their workplace was currently relocated to the home 

office due to the pandemic. If the respondents reported a partial or full relocation to the home 

office, they were then asked on a 5-point Likert scale in which frequency they are experiencing 

technical difficulties, ranging from (1) “Never” to (5) “Always”. Those two additional 

questions were included in order to detect effects on the variables since the COVID-19 

pandemic is highly impactful on the personal life and job and workplace conditions. This could 

cause a work-home conflict (Llave & Messenger, 2017) and have negative effects on mental 

health (Torales et al., 2020), thus affect people’s overall stress levels and their capabilities to 

handle stress. 

The survey, including the scales, was translated to German (appendix 2) by using the translating 

functionality of SAP Qualtrics and was adjusted in three iterations of pre-testing with a German-

speaking psychologist to ensure equivalence. 

4 Results 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

The participants reported an ICT use of M = 4.27 (SD = 1.00), while the meaning of 4 equals 

“almost every time” and 5 equals “every time”, showing that ICT is a substantial part of today’s 

work environment. The respondents report an average ICT satisfaction of M = 3.27 (SD = 1.11). 

This indicates that participants are rather satisfied with ICT at their workplace but leaving space 

for improvement of this substantial part of the work environment.  
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Regarding the means of the five technostressors, they range from M = 1.86 (SD = 0.83) for 

techno-insecurity to M = 2.95 (SD = 0.96) for techno-uncertainty. Overall, this is below the 

scale midpoint of 3.00 ("neither disagree nor agree"). 

PU of the described tool was rated with M = 5.46 (SD = 1.42). PEU was rated with M = 5.30 

(SD = 1.06). Both measures indicate that the proposed tool is perceived as rather useful and 

relatively easy to use and understand.  

The participants, on average, showed a solid theoretical understanding of AI capabilities. The 

mean score for AI knowledge was M = 4.24 (SD = 1.07), indicating that most of the participants 

have chosen four out of the five correct answers. The measurement of the frequency of 

interaction with AI technologies and the extent of AI utilization at the respondents’ workplaces 

provide a rough estimate about the (perceived) presence of AI in work environments. The mean 

scores of M = 2.01 (SD = 0.94) and M = 2.24 (SD = 0.962) respectively show that AI 

technologies are only used and utilized “sometimes” and “slightly”. Additionally, the responses 

show that the participants are only “somewhat confident” (M = 3.28, SD = 1.05) when they are 

asked about their judgement on how extensive AI is utilization at their workplace. Taken 

together, the answers to these questions suggest that while most people understood what AI can 

be used for, they believe that AI is not being used or are unsure if AI is being used at their 

workplace. Employees’ uncertainty about the use of AI technologies in the workplace could 

indicate a lack of transparency and communication in companies about the deployment of new 

technologies. 

Out of 286 complete and analysed surveys, only 33 employees have not been affected by 

workplace relocation due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. For the rest of the 253 participants 

working partially or entirely from the home office, they report experiencing technical 

difficulties only rarely (M = 2.25, SD = 0.84).  
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4.2 Hypothesis Testing 

To test the proposed hypotheses, the survey data were first analysed for potential correlations 

among the different quantifiable variables by using Pearson’s r to account for linear 

associations. The test for H1 and H2 included the five technostressors (independent variables 

IV2), PU and PEU (dependent variables DV) and the eight control variables stated above (table 

3). For H1.a-e (relating to PU) none of the technostressors correlates with PU in the 

hypothesized direction, nor have other explicit correlations been identified. Therefore, H1 is 

not supported.  

For H2.a-e (relating to PEU), three out of the five technostressors correlate with PEU in the 

hypothesized inverse direction, namely techno-invasion (r = -0.180), techno-complexity (r  = -

0.493) and techno-insecurity (r = -0.278). Therefore, H2 is partially supported. Those findings 

suggest that technostress is influencing PEU in the hypothesized negative direction but has 

neither the hypothesized negative nor other positive significant effects on PU. While employees 

seem to able to judge the usefulness of the proposed machine feedback system objectively, their 

perception on how easy it will be to learn and handle the tool is negatively influenced by 

technostress, in particular by techno-invasion, techno-complexity and techno-insecurity. 

To further test H1.a – H1.e and H2.a – H2.e, a regression analysis was conducted. The applied 

hierarchical regression model examines the direct effect of the control variables and IVs on 

each of the DVs, PU and PEU. The regression model was designed in a way that in the first part 

of the analysis, only the control variables3 were introduced (model 1), followed by the 

technostressors as the IVs (model 2).  

The regression model for PU (table 4) shows that the control variables explain 12.7 % (R²) of 

the effect on PU machine feedback systems. The level of education, ICT use and theoretical AI 

 
2 Referring to IVs and DVs in the regressions for the ease of reference. Does not allow inference of causality.  
3 Control Variables introduced: Age, female (gender), education, full-time employed (employment type), ICT 

use, ICT satisfaction and AI knowledge. 
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knowledge show significant positive relationships with PU (βeducation = 0.16, βICTuse = 0.20, 

βAIknowledge = 0.25, all ts > 2.27, all p < .05). ICT satisfaction is marginally significant, also 

positively influencing PU (βICTsatisfaction = 0.14, t = 1.96, p = .05). Introducing the 

technostressors, the change in R² is very low and not significant (ΔR² = 1.3 %, F(5,273) = 0.86, 

p = .51). None of the technostressors significantly influences PU. For that reason, each of the 

hypotheses H1.a – H1.e are not supported. Additionally, H1 is not supported because 

technostress has no significant relationship in the hypothesized direction with PU. Technostress 

has no effects on PU. 

The regression model for PEU (table 5) shows significant effects of the tested control 

variables which account for 14.3 % (R²) of the effect on PEU. Age, ICT Use, ICT Satisfaction 

and theoretical AI knowledge have significant effects, while only the participant’s age has a 

slightly negative relationship with PEU. Introducing the technostressors in model 2 leads to a 

high change in R² as it increases by 19.4 % (ΔR²), amounting to R² = 33.7 %. This change is 

significant (F(5,273) = 16.00, p < .05). 

Techno-complexity (H2.c) has a strong inverse (β = -0.60, t = -6.91) and significant (p < 0.01) 

relationship with PEU, thus the higher techno-complexity is, the lower the level of PEU is. The 

hypothesis is supported.  

Techno-invasion (H2.b) and techno-insecurity (H2.d) show effects in the hypothesized inverse 

direction on PEU. However, techno-invasion (p = 0.05) and techno-insecurity (p = 0.07) show 

marginal significance.  

Techno-overload (H2.a) and techno-uncertainty (H2.e) show no significant effects in the 

hypothesized inverse direction on PEU. Both technostressors are not able to predict PEU, and 

the hypotheses are not supported.  

Summarizing, H2 is partially supported, such that techno-complexity aspect of technostress 

can negatively influence PEU of the proposed AI tool. 
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4.3 Additional Findings 

To account for the potential impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on the conducted research and 

hypothesis testing, for both, PU and PEU, the test was extended by introducing the COVID-19 

variable in model 3. The variable assessed how often the respondents experience technical 

difficulties due to a shift to home-office and remote work. The introduction of this variable 

might, therefore, account for negative biases towards the proposed machine feedback tool due 

to recent negative experiences. As not all participants’ workplaces were relocated to home-

office, the sample size for model 3 is smaller and thus not directly comparable to the hypothesis 

testing in regression models 1 and 2. The introduced variables stayed the same, but the sample 

size was decreased to N = 253 (ΔN = -33). Adding the COVID-19 variable does not change 

R² in the regression model predicting PU. As the other variables, no significant effects on PU 

have been found. Thus, biases due to recent experiences with workplace technologies in home-

office environments did not affect PU of the proposed AI tool. Adding the variable in the PEU 

regression model, the model becomes slightly more predictive: ΔR² = 1.5 %. However, the 

regression model shows a significant negative impact of technical issues due to the relocation 

of workplaces to home-office (β = -0.164, t = -2.36 p = .02). This indicates that currently 

experienced technical issues cause a negative bias towards PEU of the proposed AI tool.  

Furthermore, the predictive power of PEU on PU in the overall model (excluding COVID-19 

because of variations in sample size) was assessed. PEU almost doubles the predictive power 

of the model to R² = 26.4 % (ΔR² = 12.4 %). PEU shows to strongly affect PU with β = 0.577, 

p < 0.001), in a way that respondents who perceive higher ease of use also perceive higher 

usefulness of the proposed machine feedback system.  
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Discussion of results 

The observations of the conducted study only partially matched the expected results that 

technostress negatively impacts technology acceptance’ core constructs PU and PEU. 

Specifically, technostress does not affect PU of the proposed machine feedback system, and the 

only results that converged with the hypotheses were regarding techno-complexity and PEU. 

Previous studies have shown that psychological conditions – such as technology anxiety 

(Mohammadi & Isanejad, 2018) and emotional stability (Svendsen et al., 2013),– rarely impact 

PU of technological tools. Similarly, the result of this study indicates that participants evaluate 

the usefulness of the proposed tool independent from their individual level of technostress. 

However, in this study, it was found that internal factors – such as the respondent’s educational 

background and understanding of the tool’s capabilities – rather than psychological workplace 

conditions (i.e. technostressors) affect PU. 

Regarding the results related to the PEU of machine feedback systems, this study found no 

significant correlation between techno-overload, techno-uncertainty and PEU, which could be 

explained by various factors. The absence of evidence for techno-overload affecting PEU 

(H2.a) could be explained by increasing ICT literacy and ICT literacy facilitation (Fuglseth & 

Sørebø, 2014) among employees, such that despite the measured levels of techno-overload, 

employees are able to effectively find and get help in learning and handling new systems. 

Indeed, in this particular sample, respondents were mainly high-frequency users of ICT systems 

which imply that they have high ICT literacy and were relatively satisfied with the ICT systems 

deployed at their workplace which implies they have high ICT literacy facilitation at work. 

Regarding the lack of evidence for techno-uncertainty affecting PEU (H2.e), it might be that 

employees perceive most of the changes in ICT as an ongoing and incremental development, 

rather than highly impactful events. Previous studies found that techno-uncertainty is a stand-
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alone technostressor (Srivastava et al., 2015; Tu et al., 2008), which is unrelated to the intensity 

of ICT-changes. The mean of techno-uncertainty of M = 2.96, which is relatively low, indicates 

that most employees surveyed were less uncertain. This suggests that they might face changes 

in ICT more often, and those changes in ICT could be rather small and less disturbing. Only 

accounting for the frequency of changes in ICT might not be appropriate anymore as this 

measurement does not consider the continuous small-scale ICT-changes in the work-

environment. This study suggests further research and a potential adjustment in the technostress 

framework to account for this effect. While techno-overload and techno-uncertainty do not 

seem to affect perceived ease of use, techno-complexity (H2.c) shows a strong inverse 

connection (β = -0.603; p < 0.001) between the two variables, as predicted. This result provides 

some evidence for the conceptual model. If employees struggle with the increasing complexity 

of technology at work, it should be more challenging to learn and use additional and new 

progressive systems as they have lower acceptance levels for the proposed machine feedback 

system among the respondents. For the hypothesized relationships of techno-invasion (H2.b) 

and techno-insecurity (H2.d) with PEU, these relationships were only marginally significant. 

To present robust and scientifically acceptable results, both hypotheses have been rejected. 

Nevertheless, the identified relationships close to significance allow for a glimpse into the 

negative impact of technostress on PEU that warrants further investigation with a larger and 

more generalized sample. 

5.2 Managerial implications 

As intended, the study helps to understand how technostress affects technology acceptance of 

machine feedback systems and allows to derive solutions to implement systems based on AI 

technologies successfully. This matter is of high importance. Lee (2018) suggests that no single 

occupation and workplace will not be affected by AI in the future and Human-AI collaboration, 

as enabled by, e.g. the tested machine feedback system, will become a reality.  
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Looking at the nonsignificant relationships between the technostressors and PU of the 

proposed system, the result suggests that perceived usefulness of new tools and technologies is 

independent of technostress and that PU is better managed through other factors. This is an 

important insight for future technology implementation projects and system developments. 

With PU as a core construct of technology acceptance, PU shapes the intention to use a tool and 

hence the success of technology implementation at the workplace (Davis, 1989; Marangunić & 

Granić, 2015). While negative results in research are rarely reported, the rejection of the 

hypotheses H1.a – H1.e can be understood as a positive outcome for managers involved in 

technology implementation and the related change processes in work environments. However, 

it is still essential to tackle technostress as its effects on PEU show. 

Similar to PU, PEU is critical in the overall acceptance construct as it shapes PU and the 

behavioural intention to use technologies (Davis, 1989; Svendsen et al., 2013). For techno-

complexity, the hypothesized negative relationship with PEU was supported: the higher the 

level of techno-complexity, the lower PEU. The experienced complexity in existing work-

related ICT can cause a negative bias towards new AI-enabled systems, which are not deployed 

yet. The finding that techno-complexity strongly affects PEU of the proposed AI-based tool 

emphasizes the importance of user interface design of systems and user acceptance testing as 

part of every IT implementation project. The risk of techno-complexity needs to be mitigated 

in order to increase the likelihood for success of future AI technology implementations. 

Managers who are involved in vendor decisions for new IT systems or in the in-house 

development processes for new systems and tools need to be aware of the importance of a 

system’s usability (Laurel & Mountford, 1990) in order to limit techno-complexity. Companies 

should consider reassessing the usability of already operational systems and adjust system 

interfaces, if required and possible. 
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Furthermore, to ensure good usability of newly implemented systems, every implementation 

project should contain user acceptance tests as part of the release and deployment plan. In this 

way, test users can give feedback to developers for adjustments to the interface before the 

systems are deployed across the organization. Research suggests that gamification approaches 

of work-related software could increase flow and usability (Johnson & Wiles, 2003). The 

implementation of machine feedback systems might enable tangible gamification approaches 

since the software is based on interaction and collaboration and has a guiding function. This 

approach could be suitable to limit techno-complexity, thus increase PEU for other AI-enabled 

systems. Machine feedback systems would serve as a facilitator to mitigate techno-complexity 

induced stress.  

The results show that techno-invasion affects PEU negatively but marginally significantly. 

Even though the hypothesis regarding techno-invasion was rejected, it still seems adequate to 

consider the implications for managers of the found relationship. As Venkatesh (2000) found, 

the level of control over systems pre-determines PEU. The level of control over systems limits 

the erosion of employees’ autonomy and thus tendency to feel techno-invasion. Thus, in order 

to improve PEU and the overall acceptance of machine feedback systems, managers should 

clearly address the danger of blurring lines by the use of ICT. Particularly, AI-technologies AI 

is perceived in general as intruding on privacy and invasive (Fast & Horvitz, 2017). To reduce 

techno-invasion and a self-accelerating cycle of technostress levels due to AI implementations, 

managers can establish rules and norms of when remote connectivity is required and act as role 

models by abiding to those rules and norms. Furthermore, managers in human resources and IT 

departments should strongly consider emphasizing the benefits of AI technology 

implementations and be transparent about why, how and what for AI is used in the company.  

According to the results of this study, techno-insecurity also affects PEU negatively but 

marginally significantly. Again, the hypothesis was rejected, but with the increasing importance 
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of Human-AI collaboration and presence of AI at daily work, the implications of this 

relationship should be considered. The progressive development of AI technologies could again 

cause a self-accelerating cycle of techno-insecurity and the decrease in acceptance of new 

technologies and systems. This would threaten workers health and productivity due to stress 

(Tarafdar et al., 2019) and, besides, the success of technology implementations and the 

realization of the expected organizational gains because employees find it too difficult to handle 

new systems and tools. To prevent employees and companies from those negative 

consequences, managers are required to facilitate ICT- and AI-literacy. Literacy and knowledge 

about ICT and AI will allow them to understand the technologies better and to derive their 

capabilities (Fuglseth & Sørebø, 2014). This, in return, enables employees to better estimate 

the threat of being replaced and allows to identify current skills- and knowledge-gaps. 

Companies should assist in that process by providing adequate training to close skills-gaps 

according to the employees’ needs and according to the company’s strategy of ICT and AI 

utilization.  

With the aspect of machine feedback systems as a mechanism to prevent stress, the general 

importance of positive technology needs to be considered as a closing argument for managerial 

implications in the light of the effects of technostress on technology acceptance. Considering 

the idea and framework of positive technology, the technology itself can become a tool to limit 

technostress, thus having a second purpose besides the functionalities to handle and process 

business tasks. Intelligent systems could be able to adapt to employees’ skills and behaviour 

(Brivio et al., 2018) more than any static and strictly rule-based system. Implementing such 

features in work environment technology would be a preventive approach of technology 

utilization rather than a remedial approach to limit technostress consequences on technology 

acceptance. Managers should embrace those possibilities and allocate resources for the 

development of this early stage concept. 
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5.3 Limitations and future research 

Although the findings provide meaningful implications related to the acceptance of technology 

and machine feedback systems in specific, the study has some limitations. First, the TAM was 

applied to a hypothetical scenario and not in vivo assessments of proposed technology as the 

original concept of Davis (1989) suggests. However, prior studies have also applied the TAM 

in a similar hypothetical approach such as Koufaris, (2002), Hong et al. (2011) and Svendsen 

et al. (2013). Thus, to extend this research, machine feedback systems should be applied in beta 

testing conditions, where users actually use the proposed AI-tools before their assessment of 

PU and PEU. Second, the results could also be biased by the effect of a general rejection of AI 

by the participants besides the manifestation of technostress. The concept of this study does not 

account for effects on acceptance of AI-based technologies which originate from personal 

beliefs and preferences. Third, the study was conducted in the particular context of machine 

feedback systems. One reason no relationships were found could be that the tool was related to 

planning travel routes more efficiently. Given the circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

such tasks might be perceived as no longer essential at a considerable extent. Therefore, future 

studies may show that the present results are due to the contextual effects of the pandemic. 

However, it was the purpose of this study to understand more about the influence of external, 

user specifics factors, namely technostress, on progressive and critical workplace technologies 

such as machine feedback systems. Future research on technology acceptance of AI should 

assess other specific use cases to gain a bigger picture. For AI, it does not seem appropriate to 

conduct technology acceptance research and its influencing external factors without a high level 

of specification, since AI is a broad and complex field of different technological methods which 

leaves vast space for individual interpretation if not specified. Fourth, future research should 

also focus on the moderating effects of ICT literacy on technostress as well as on acceptance 

factors. Increasing ICT literacy represents an important technostress inhibitor (Fuglseth & 
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Sørebø, 2014), which might create a fully new understanding of the underlaying theoretical 

concepts as literacy facilitation in companies needs to be more emphasised. Fifth and lastly, 

future research should investigate on possibilities how intelligent and adaptive AI-enabled 

systems could be used to limit user specific determinants of technology acceptance. If the 

technology is designed in a way to help to reduce technostress, the focus of technostress 

mitigation could shift from curative to preventive approaches and facilitate a more positive 

attitude towards technological change. 

6. Conclusion 

The acceptance of new workplace technologies by employees is critical for successful 

implementations and the realization of potential economic gains in a digital future. The better 

companies can implement and use progressive technologies, the greater their competitive 

advantage. The success of technology implementations, however, shows to be dependent on 

external factors, besides the technology itself, such as technostress levels of employees. 

Understanding technostress as a limiting factor for the acceptance of new technologies, as in 

the case of the proposed machine feedback tool, is incredibly important. Especially the 

perceived ease of use of new systems is predetermined by technostress, in specific techno-

complexity. As technological progress is unlikely to slow down, it is crucial to avoid circular 

relationships in which rising levels of technostress due to implemented technologies cause even 

lower acceptance for new systems. The derived recommendations for managers put emphasize 

on increasing ICT- and AI-literacy and the importance of a user-centric approach for system 

developments in order to facilitate adaptive systems itself to prevent technostress which hinders 

their acceptance.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Demographics of participants  

Variable  Value Abs. Value Rel. in % 

Gender Female 120 42.0 

 Male 164 57.3 

 Neither 2 0.7 

Age Under 18 (17 years) 1 0.3 

 18 to 24 years 59 20.6 

 25 to 34 years 153 53.5 

 35 to 44 years 34 11.7 

 45 to 54 years 31 10.8 

 55 to max. (64 years) 8 2.8 

Employment Status Full-time 234 81.8 

 Part-time 38 13.3 

 Intern 14 4.9 

COVID-19 Not relocated to home office 33 11.5 

 Partially relocated to home office 58 20.3 

 Fully relocated to home office 195 68.2 

N = 286; for regression model 3: N = 253 (excluding “not relocated to home office”) 
 

 

 

Table 2. Hypothesis testing  

H1: Technostress has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

H1.a: Techno-overload has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

H1.b: Techno-invasion has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

H1.c: Techno-complexity has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

H1.d: Techno-insecurity has a positive relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

H1.e: Techno-uncertainty has an inverse relationship with PU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

  

H2: Technostress has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. 
Partially 

supported 

H2.a: Techno-overload has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

H2.b: Techno-invasion has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. Not supported† 

H2.c: Techno-complexity has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. Supported** 

H2.d: Techno-insecurity has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. Not supported† 

H2.e: Techno-uncertainty has an inverse relationship with PEU of machine feedback systems. Not supported 

† H2.c (p = 0.05) and H2.e (p = 0.07) with p < 0.10 marginal significance, ** p < 0.01 
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Table 3. Reliability Measures and Correlations 

 

 

 Mean PU PEU Overload Invasion Complexity Insecurity Uncertainty Age Female Education Full-time ICT Use ICT Sati. 

PU 5.30 (1.06) 0.96        

PEU 5.46 (1.42) 0.43* 0.91       

Overload 2.86 (0.87) 0.06 -0.09 0.78      

Invasion 2.26 (0.92) 0.02 -0.18* 0.50* 0.70     

Complexity 2.14 (0.71) -0.01 -0.49* 0.28* 0.19* 0.75    

Insecurity 1.86 (0.83) -0.06 -0.28* 0.39* 0.50* 0.37* 0.81   

Uncertainty 2.95 (0.96) 0.18* 0.07 0.15* 0.14** 0.11 0.20* 0.86  

Age 31.25 (9.73) -0.12** -0.17* -0.05 -0.04 0.12** -0.08 -0.12**       

Female - 0.19* 0.14** 0.04 0.14** -0.17* 0.09 0.05 -0.01      

Education 4.00 (1.25) 0.00 -0.08 0.02 -0.07 0.17* -0.07 -0.11 -0.03 -0.18**     

Full-time - 0.04 0.02 0.00 -0.07 -0.09 -0.16* -0.04 0.08 -0.22** 0.12    

ICT Use 4.27 (1.00) 0.22* 0.26* 0.15** 0.05 -0.24* -0.11 0.12** -0.12 -0.17** -0.19** 0.14*   

ICT Satisfaction 3.27 (1.11) 0.10 0.15* -0.01 -0.05 -0.04 -0.06 0.27* 0.00 0.03 0.12* 0.03 0.00  

AI Knowledge 4.24 (1.07) 0.27* 0.26* 0.06 0.03 -0.18* -0.09 0.20* 0.16** 0.08 0.26** 0.00 0.30** 0.04 

* p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, Reliability measures (Cronbachs’s α (alpha)) 
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Table 4. Hierarchical regression model for PU 

DV: 

Perceived Usefulness 

Model 1 

N = 286 

Model 2 

N = 286 

Model 3 

N = 253 

 β t β t β t 

Constant 2.643 4.151*** 2.614 3.468*** 3.870 4.585*** 

Age -0.010 -1.187 -0.009 -1.044 -0.010 -1.100 

Female 0.208 1.237 0.219 1.263 0.186 1.076 

Education 0.155 2.271** 0.160 2.283** 0.071 0.981 

Full-time employed 0.089 0.417 0.070 0.319 0.070 0.318 

ICT Use 0.197 2.313** 0.167 1.883* 0.123 1.350 

ICT Satisfaction 0.142 1.956* 0.096 1.259 0.095 1.203 

AI Knowledge 0.245 3.048*** 0.211 2.556** 0.170 1.928* 

Overload   0.060 0.526 -0.010 -0.084 

Invasion   -0.010 -0.096 -0.042 -0.376 

Complexity   -0.031 -0.235 -0.043 -0.325 

Insecurity   -0.105 -0.847 -0.067 -0.542 

Uncertainty   0.178 1.929* 0.104 1.114 

COVID-19     0.022 0.213 

R² 0.127 0.140 0.082 

Δ-R² 0.127 0.013 0.000 

F-Statistic 5.777 3.718 1.633 

p (Sig. of F) 0.001 0.001 0.077 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 

Model 3 is not a continuation of models 1 and 2 because the sample differs (excl. non-remote employees). 

 

 

Table 5. Hierarchical regression model for PEU 

DV:  

Perceived Ease of Use 

Model 1 

N = 286 

Model 2 

N = 286 

Model 3 

N = 253 

 β t β t β t 

Constant 3.561 7.543*** 5.692 11.492*** 6.435 11.161*** 

Age -0.014 -2.220** -0.010 -1.827* -0.008 -1.270 

Female -0.047 -0.379 0.009 0.075 0.065 0.549 

Education 0.063 1.257 0.052 1.143 0.025 0.514 

Full-time employed -0.017 -0.106 -0.144 -1.003 -0.164 -1.089 

ICT Use 0.190 3.005** 0.093 1.598 0.091 1.457 

ICT Satisfaction 0.149 2.772** 0.101 2.021** 0.073 1.347 

AI Knowledge 0.153 2.562** 0.094 1.738* 0.076 1.253 

Overload   0.120 1.618 0.049 0.590 

Invasion   -0.140 -1.942* -0.137 -1.814* 

Complexity   -0.603 -6.914*** -0.605 -6.725*** 

Insecurity   -0.150 -1.842* -0.099 -1.168 

Uncertainty   0.082 1.355 0.072 1.136 

COVID-19     -0.164 -2.356** 

R² 0.143 0.337 0.342 

Δ-R² 0.143 0.194 0.015 

F-Statistic 6.645 11.587 9.557 

p (Sig. of F) 0.001 0.001 0.001 

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 

Model 3 is not a continuation of models 1 and 2 because the sample differs (excl. non-remote employees). 
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Illustrations 

Illustration 1. Conceptual research model 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1. Original version of the survey (English) 

Dear participant, 

  

My name is Patrick Weber. I am currently writing my master thesis where I examine, how stress and the 

acceptance of Human-AI-Collaboration (AI = Artificial Intelligence) tools at the workplace, might be related. 

The following questionnaire is for persons who use any information and communication technologies (ICT) 

for their daily work. ICT describes all technologies (hardware, software, tools, networks, etc.) which support 

the collaboration, interaction and communication of employees as well as the knowledge sharing and 

information management within a company. 

In the first step, you will be asked about your perception of the usage of ICT at work. In a second step, you 

will be asked about your attitude towards a specific application requiring Human-Artificial Intelligence-

Collaboration. We do not require your work to use Artificial Intelligence. 

The survey will take around 9-10 minutes. The data of this survey will be treated anonymously and 

confidentially and will not be forwarded to third parties. Your responses will not allow us to make individual 

conclusions about yourself or your company. There is no right or wrong answer. Therefore, please answer as 

honestly as possible. 

 

Thank you for your support for my final step of my masters program. Please feel free to contact me in case 

you have any doubts or questions at 33715@novasbe.pt. 

 

Patrick Weber  

ICT describes all technologies (hardware, software, tools, networks, etc.) which support the collaboration, 

interaction and communication of employees as well as the knowledge sharing and information management 

within a company e.g. Outlook, Slack, MS Teams, CRM systems or ERP systems. 

Q1 How frequently do you use ICT at work?4 

The following part of the questionnaire measures the perception of ICT usage (hover over ICT if you need to 

see the definition again) at the workplace. Please state how strongly you disagree or agree with the following 

statements. Please refer yourself to the technologies mentioned before. Please state how much you agree with 

the following statements.5 

Q2.1 I am forced by this technology to work much faster. 

Q2.2 I am forced by this technology to do more work than I can handle. 

Q2.3 I am forced by this technology to do more work than I can handle. 

Q2.4 I have a higher workload because of increased technology complexity. 

Q3.1 I spend less time with my family due to this technology. 

Q3.2 I have to sacrifice my vacation and weekend time to keep current on new technologies. 

Q3.3 I feel my personal life is being invaded by this technology. 

Q4.1 I do not know enough about this technology to handle my job satisfactorily. 

Q4.2 I need a long time to understand and use new technologies. 

Q4.3 I do not find enough time to study and upgrade my technology skills.  

Q4.4 I find new recruits to this organization know more about computer technology than I do.  

Q4.5 I often find it too complex for me to understand and use new technologies. 

Q5.1 I feel a constant threat to my job security due to new technologies. 

Q5.2 I have to constantly update my skills to avoid being replaced. 

Q5.3 I am threatened by co-workers with newer technology skills. 

Q5.4 I feel there is less sharing of knowledge among co-workers for fearing of being replaced. 

Q6.1 There are always new developments in the technologies we use in our organization. 

Q6.2 There are constant changes in computer software in our organization. 

Q6.3 There are constant changes in computer hardware in our organization.  

Q6.4 There are frequent upgrades in computer networks in our organization. 

The following part of the questionnaire measures the attitude towards Human-Artificial Intelligence-

Collaboration systems at the workplace. Please read the following scenario carefully.6   

 
4 Q1 aims to measure the control variable ICT Use. 5-point Likert-Scale for frequency (Vagias, 2006). 
5 Q2.1 to Q6.4 represent technostress scales taken from Ragu-Nathan et al. (2008). 5-point Likert-Scale. 
6 Q7.1 to Q8.6 represent TAM scales for PU and PEU taken from Davis (1989). 7-point Likert-Scale. 
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You are given the task to organize and schedule the bi-weekly travel route for the sales-team of your 

department. To make this task more efficient and optimize travel time and costs, your company implemented 

a tool which gives you the best travel routes for each of your salespeople.   

    

The tool is based on technology which is called chained-LK approach. LK stands for Lin-Kernighan 

algorithm. The algorithm optimizes the travel route to the highest efficiency - the shortest time for the lowest 

cost - very reliably. The tool provides you with the travel routes for each one of your sales-team.   

    

The process is designed in a way, that you are allowed to change the suggested travel route. However, for 

each change, you need the approval of the head of your department, because the tool's results give the best 

route almost all the time. 

Please state how unlikely or likely the following statements are if the described scenario would be part of your 

job. 

Q7.1 Using this tool in my job would enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly. 

Q7.2 Using this tool in my job would improve my job performance. 

Q7.3 Using this tool in my job would increase my productivity. 

Q7.4 Using this tool would enhance my effectiveness on the job. 

Q7.5 Using this tool would make it easier to do my job. 

Q7.6 I would find this tool useful in my job. 

Q8.1 Learning to operate this tool would be easy for me. 

Q8.2 I would find it easy to get the tool to do what I want to do it. 

Q8.3 My interaction with the tool would be clear and understandable. 

Q8.4 I would find the tool to be flexible to interact with.  

Q8.5 It would be easy for me to become skilful at using this tool. 

Q8.6 I would find this tool easy to use. 

Q9 Please rate the scenario in the following characteristics.7 

• Realistic 

• Nonsensical 

• Probable 

Q10 How old are you? 

Q11 What is your gender? 

Q12 What is the highest level of school education you have completed or the highest degree you have 

received? 

Q13 What is your employment status? 

Q14 How satisfied are you with the technology your company uses internally?8 

Q15 To your best knowledge, without searching online, which of the following can AI (Artificial 

Intelligence) Technologies currently do? (Select all that apply)9 

• Find patterns in data 

• Learn from examples 

• Make logical decisions 

• Recognize images and text 

• Recognize and process language 

Q16 How frequently do you interact with or use AI technologies at work (e.g. document classification, 

picture recognition, voice assistants, recommender systems)? 

Q17 Are you sure about whether the systems you use at work make use of AI technologies? 

Q18 How extensively do you think AI is used at your workplace? 

Q19 How confident are you about your judgment on how extensive AI is used in your workplace? 

Q20.1 Was your workplace currently relocated to home office due to COVID-19? 

Q20.2 How frequently are you experiencing technical difficulties (e.g. with video conferences, network 

availability, remote access) due to the recent relocation of your workplace?10 

Q21 What is your nationality? 

 
7 Q9 aims to measure the scenario rating. Each of the characteristics ranging from “not at all” to “extremely” on 

a 5-point Likert Scale. Cronbach’s α = 0.67. Characteristic “Nonsensical” reverse coded.  
8 Q14 aims to measure the control variable ICT Satisfaction. 5-point Likert-Scale for satisfaction (Vagias, 2006). 
9 Q15 aims to measure the control variable AI Knowledge. Each item is correct. Points ranging from 1 to 5. 
10 Q20.2 is conditional and only shown if the participant’s workplace was currently relocated to home office due 

to COVID-19 pandemic (Q20.1). Q20.2 aims to measure current ICT difficulties due workplace relocation. 
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Appendix 2. Translated version of the survey (German) 

Liebe Teilnehmerin, lieber Teilnehmer, 

 

mein Name ist Patrick Weber. Im Rahmen meiner Masterthesis beschäftige ich mich damit, wie Stress und die 

Akzeptanz des Zusammenspiels von Mensch und Künstlicher Intelligenz am Arbeitsplatz zusammenhängen 

könnten.  

Die folgenden Fragen richten sich an Personen, die für ihre tägliche Arbeit Informations- und 

Kommunikationstechnologien (IKT) einsetzen. IKT beschreibt alle Technologien (Hardware, Software, 

Tools, Netzwerke, usw.), welche die Zusammenarbeit, Interaktion und Kommunikation der Mitarbeiter sowie 

den Wissensaustausch und das Informationsmanagement innerhalb eines Unternehmens unterstützen. Im 

ersten Schritt werden Sie nach Ihrer Wahrnehmung bezüglich des Einsatzes von IKT bei der Arbeit gefragt. In 

einem zweiten Schritt werden Sie nach Ihrer Einstellung zu einer bestimmten Anwendung gefragt, welche die 

Zusammenarbeit zwischen Mensch und Künstlicher Intelligenz erfordert. Um die Fragen zu beantworten ist es 

nicht notwendig, dass Künstliche Intelligenz an Ihrem Arbeitsplatz eingesetzt wird. 

Die Umfrage dauert ca. 9-10 Minuten. Die Daten dieser Umfrage werden anonym und vertraulich behandelt 

und nicht an Dritte weitergegeben. Ihre Antworten erlauben es uns nicht, individuelle Schlussfolgerungen 

über Sie selbst oder Ihr Unternehmen zu ziehen. Es gibt keine richtige oder falsche Antwort. Bitte antworten 

Sie daher so ehrlich wie möglich.  

 

Vielen Dank für Ihre Unterstützung beim letzten Schritt meines Masterstudiengangs. Kontaktieren Sie mich 

bitte per Email, wenn Sie Zweifel oder Fragen haben: 33715@novasbe.pt.  

 

 Patrick Weber 

IKT beschreibt alle Technologien (Hardware, Software, Tools, Netzwerke usw.), welche die Zusammenarbeit, 

Interaktion und Kommunikation von Mitarbeitern sowie den Wissensaustausch und das Informations-

management innerhalb eines Unternehmens unterstützen, z. B. Outlook, Slack, MS Teams, CRM-Systeme 

oder ERP Systeme. 

Q1 Wie häufig setzen Sie IKT bei der Arbeit ein? 

Der folgende Teil der Umfrage erfasst die Wahrnehmung von IKT (bewegen Sie Ihren Mauszeiger über IKT 

um die Definition erneut sehen) am Arbeitsplatz. Bitte geben Sie an, wie stark Sie den folgenden Aussagen 

nicht zustimmen oder zustimmen. Bitte beziehen Sie sich auf die zuvor genannten Technologien. 

Q2.1 Durch IKT bin ich gezwungen schneller zu arbeiten. 

Q2.2 Durch IKT bin ich gezwungen, mehr zu arbeiten, als ich bewältigen kann. 

Q2.3 Durch IKT bin gezwungen, meine Arbeitsgewohnheiten den neuen IKT anzupassen. 

Q2.4 Durch IKT habe ich eine höhere Arbeitsbelastung aufgrund der steigenden Komplexität der IKT. 

Q3.1 Durch IKT verbringe ich weniger Zeit mit meiner Familie. 

Q3.2 Durch IKT muss ich meine Urlaubs- und Wochenendzeit opfern, um bei der Handhabung neuer IKT 

auf dem Laufenden zu bleiben. 

Q3.3 Durch IKT habe ich das Gefühl, dass Technologie in mein Privatleben eindringt. 

Q4.1 Ich weiß nicht genügend über IKT, um meine Arbeit zufriedenstellend zu erledigen. 

Q4.2 Ich brauche eine lange Zeit, um neue IKT-Lösungen zu verstehen und anzuwenden.  

Q4.3 Ich finde nicht genügend Zeit, um meine technologischen Fähigkeiten und Kenntnisse zu verbessern 

und mehr darüber zu lernen. 

Q4.4 Ich bin der Meinung, dass neue Mitarbeiter meines Unternehmens mehr über IKT wissen als ich. 

Q4.5 Oft sind neue IKT-Lösungen zu komplex für mich, um sie zu verstehen und sicher anzuwenden. 

Q5.1 Ich empfinde eine konstante Bedrohung der Sicherheit meines Arbeitsplatzes durch neue IKT. 

Q5.2 Ich muss meine IKT-Kenntnisse ständig erweitern, um meine Ersetzung (Kündigung, Versetzung) zu 

vermeiden. 

Q5.3 Meine Anstellung ist durch andere Mitarbeiter mit aktuelleren IKT-Kenntnissen gefährdet. 

Q5.4 Ich habe das Gefühl, es gibt einen geringeren Wissensaustausch von IKT-Kenntnissen zwischen 

Mitarbeitern, aus Angst ersetzt zu werden. 

Q6.1 In unserem Unternehmen gibt es ständig neue Technologien, die wir verwenden. 

Q6.2 In unserem Unternehmen gibt es ständig Veränderungen in Bezug auf Computersoftware. 

Q6.3 In unserem Unternehmen gibt es ständig Veränderungen in Bezug auf Computerhardware. 

Q6.4 In unserem Unternehmen gibt es ständig Verbesserungen in Bezug auf Computernetzwerke. 

Der folgende Teil der Umfrage erfasst die Einstellung gegenüber Human-Artificial Intelligence-

Kollaborationssystemen am Arbeitsplatz. Bitte lesen Sie das Szenario auf der folgenden Seite aufmerksam. 
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Sie haben die Aufgabe, im Rythmus von zwei Wochen die Reisepläne für das Verkaufsteam Ihrer Abteilung 

zu organisieren und zu planen. Um diese Aufgabe effizienter zu gestalten und Reisezeit und -kosten zu 

optimieren, hat Ihr Unternehmen eine Software implementiert, mit welcher Sie für jeden Ihrer 

Vertriebsmitarbeiter die beste Reiseroute finden.  

 

Das Tool basiert auf einer Technologie, die als Chained-LK-Ansatz bezeichnet wird. LK steht für Lin-

Kernighan-Algorithmus. Der Algorithmus optimiert die Reiseroute mit höchster Effizienz - kürzeste Reisezeit 

bei niedrigsten Kosten - und ist dabei sehr zuverlässig. Das Tool schlägt Ihnen die optimale Reiseroute für 

jeden Mitarbeiter des Verkaufsteams vor.  

 

Der Prozess ist so konzipiert, dass Sie die vorgeschlagene Reiseroute ändern können. Für jede Änderung 

benötigen Sie jedoch die Genehmigung des Abteilungsleiters, da die Ergebnisse der Software fast immer die 

beste Reiseroute liefern. 

Bitte geben Sie an, wie unwahrscheinlich oder wahrscheinlich die folgenden Aussagen sind, wenn das 

beschriebene Szenario Teil Ihrer Arbeit wäre. 

Q7.1 Die Verwendung dieser Software in meinem Job würde es mir ermöglichen, Aufgaben schneller zu 

erledigen. 

Q7.2 Die Verwendung dieser Software in meinem Job würde meine Arbeitsleistung verbessern. 

Q7.3 Die Verwendung dieser Software in meinem Job würde meine Produktivität steigern. 

Q7.4 Die Verwendung dieser Software würde meine Effektivität bei der Arbeit verbessern. 

Q7.5 Die Verwendung dieser Software würde es einfacher machen, meine Arbeit zu erledigen. 

Q7.6 Ich würde diese Software in meinem Job nützlich finden. 

Q8.1 Das Erlernen der Bedienung dieses Tools wäre einfach für mich. 

Q8.2 Ich würde es leicht finden, die Software dazu zu bringen, das zu tun, was ich tun möchte. 

Q8.3 Meine Interaktion mit der Software wäre klar und verständlich. 

Q8.4 Ich würde die Interaktion mit der Software als flexibel empfinden. 

Q8.5 Es würde mir leichtfallen, mit diesem Tool vertraut zu werden. 

Q8.6 Ich würde die Bedienung dieser Software einfach finden. 

Q9 Bitte bewerten Sie das Szenario anhand der folgenden Merkmale (bewegen Sie den Mauszeiger hier, 

wenn Sie das Szenario erneut anzeigen müssen):  

• Realistisch 

• Unsinnig 

• Wahrscheinlich 

Q10 Wie alt sind Sie? 

Q11 Was ist Ihr Geschlecht? 

Q12 Was ist der höchste Abschluss, den Sie erhalten haben? 

Q13 Was ist Ihr Beschäftigungsstatus? 

Q14 Wie zufrieden sind Sie mit der Technologie, die Ihr Unternehmen intern einsetzt? 

Q15 Nach Ihrem besten Wissen, ohne online zu recherchieren, welche der folgenden Aufgaben kann 

Künstliche Intelligenz derzeit ausführen? (Wählen Sie alle zutreffenden) 

• Mustererkennung in Daten  

• Lernen aus Beispielen  

• Treffen logischer Entscheidungen  

• Erkennen von Bild und Text  

• Erkennen und Verarbeiten von Sprache  

Q16 Wie häufig interagieren oder verwenden Sie KI-Technologien bei der Arbeit (z. B. 

Dokumentklassifizierung, Bilderkennung, Sprachassistenten, Recommender-Systeme)? 

Q17 Sind Sie sicher darüber, ob die Systeme, die Sie bei der Arbeit einsetzen, KI-Technologien 

verwenden? 

Q18 Wie umfangreich wird Ihrer Meinung nach KI an Ihrem Arbeitsplatz eingesetzt? 

Q19 Wie sicher sind Sie in Ihrem Urteil darüber, wie stark KI an Ihrem Arbeitsplatz eingesetzt wird?? 

Q20.1 Wurde Ihr Arbeitsplatz aufgrund der COVID-19 Pandemie in das Home Office verlegt? 

Q20.2 Wie häufig treten technische Schwierigkeiten (z. B. bei Videokonferenzen, Netzwerkverfügbarkeit, 

Fernzugriff) aufgrund der kürzlich erfolgten Umstellung auf Home-Office auf? 

Q21 Was ist Ihre Nationalität? 

 


